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Abstract

Consumers, mainly in Europe and Nor
th America, frequently express concerns

about the environmental, social or health 
impacts of the products they purchase. When

these products are produced abroad, co
nSuming countries often resort to using trade

policies and consumer actions targeting 
imported products in order to reduce negati

ve

environmental or social impacts. Traditiona
lly, these policies were non-discriminatory

, i.e.,

they treated all imports equally, without 
considering the actual damages caused by th

e

product. More recently, there is a trend 
towards process-discriminatory policies which

attempt to discriminate against imports from environmentally or socially unsound

production processes while encouraging
 environmentally or socially sound alte

rnatives.

Such policies often rely one co-labeling
 and costly monitoring of the produce

rs' claims.

This paper develops a theoretical model 
of the consuming country's optimal trade 

policy,

allowing for asymmetric information an
d costly monitoring. I analyze what type o

f policy

is preferable under what conditions, and
 how the optimal policy depends on the

 target

country's alternative markets and the ty
pe of consumer concern. It is shown that

 imperfect

information reduces the optimal level of 
sound and total imports while raising the le

vel of

unsound imports. It is generally optimal
 to monitor imperfectly, and non-discrim

inatory

policies can be interpreted as corner solu
tions to the optimal process-discriminatory

 policy.

The observed shift from non-discriminat
ory policies to process-discriminatory polic

ies over

time might be explained by a reduction 
in monitoring costs. The target country

 always at

least weakly prefers process-discrim
inatory policies over non-discriminatory policies,

possibly explaining why producing co
untries establish their own labeling syste

ms when

faced with the threat of non-discriminat
ory policies. The optimal tariff on unsoun

d imports

is shown to be generally less than the 
Pig,ouvian tariff and is less for consumption

 pollution,

health and safety effects, and moral con
cerns than for production pollution. Impleme

ntation

of the optimal policy through consumer 
action rather than trade policy is also discus

sed.
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1. Motivation

Consumers, particularly in Europe and North America, increasingly value

environmentally friendly products. Several surveys have indicated that consumer i
nterest in

the environmental effects of products are rising and that a substantial segment is willing to

pay a premium for environmentally friendly products [United States Congress, 1992
].

At the same time the world economy has become increasingly integrat
ed with a

growing share of domestic consumption goods being produced abroad. Pr
oduction practices

in other countries frequently affect environmental quality. For example,
 tropical timber

production affects global forest stands which provide both use and n
onuse values to

consumers in other countries. This nexus between production and the en
vironment has led

consumer _groups to translate their environmental concerns into concerns about the

environmental impacts of production abroad. Producing c
ountries may not share these

environmental concerns, and thus may have little incentive to intern
alize another country's

nonmarket environmental valuations. Some environmental groups ha
ve responded by

proposing to achieve their, environmental goals through trade interventi
ons [Esty, 1994].

National sovereignty limits the policies that a country can use to 
achieve its

environmental objectives abroad. In practice, there are two basic ways to proceed:

international cooperation or unilateral action. While cooperation
 is generally preferable,

negotiating global environmental -agreements has proven to be both le
ngthy and difficult

[Wilson, 1994]. Therefore, concerned countries have resorted to usin
g unilateral trade

policies. (Here, I interpret both government policies and consumer action targeting

imported products as trade policies.)

Traditionally, these policies were non-discriminatory: They treated all imports

equally, without considering the actual damages caused by the product. For example
, local
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governments in Europe and the United S
tates banned all tropical-timber use in public

projects [Jackson, 1996]. Similarly, concern 
about harvesting tuna by setting on dolphins

led to calls for canned-tuna boycotts in the U
nited States [United States International Trade

Commission, 1992]. Economists have sh
own that non-discriminatory trade policie

s can be

second-best in the absence of global 
cooperation, but such policies can also have

 minimal

or even adverse environmental effects [
Snape, 1992; Barbier, 1994]. Moreover, non

-

discriminatory trade policies often co
nflict with World Trade Organization (WTO

) rules.

Consequently, process-discriminatory
 trade policies have grown more popular

.

These are policies which attempt to d
iscriminate against imports from environ

mentally

damaging production processes while en
couraging environmentally friendly altern

atives.

Process-discriminatory trade policies are defined here to include 
both government

policies which discriminate between prod
ucts on the basis of environmental impac

ts, as

well as consumers' decisions to incorp
orate environmental considerations int

o their

purchasing choices.' Examples are p
olicies which give preferential market

 access to

timber from sustainable forestry and the 
formation of groups of retailers which agre

e. to

buy some percentage of total timber pur
chases from sustainable sources, possibl

y at a

price premium. Extreme cases of process-discriminatory trade policies are the

International Dolphin Conservation Act
 of 1992, which mandates that only 'dolphi

n-safe'

tuna can be sold in the U.S. market [
Buck, 1996], and laws and initiatives in

 many

European countries and North America 
prohibiting all timber imports from unsustaina

ble

I While consumer-based actions (often refe
rred to as 'voluntary eco-certification') are

 less likely to be in

conflict with the WTO than government 
policies, consumer-based actions are subject 

to the potential for free-

riding on the part of consumers due to the ef
fect that an individual's purchase of environ

mentally friendly

products leads to an increased provision of
 a public good that all consumers benefit f

rom. These aspects are

ignored for now. Except for these differe
nces, both consumer- and government-led decis

ions that discriminate

between imported goods on the basis of 
their environmental impacts, are formally unil

ateral, process-

discriminatory trade policies.
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forestry on the national, regional, or local level [Ghazali and Simula, 1994].

Because the environmental impacts of production are hard to observe or verify,

process-discriminatory trade policies are often combined with eco-certification.
 Eco-

certification takes two basic forms: labeling legislation and third-party labeling. The U.S
.

Dolphin Protection Consumer Information Act of 1990 is an example of the fir
st. It defines

"dolphin-safe" and provides for monitoring of firms' claims. The other, more
 common,

form of eco-certification is third-party labeling. Here firms apply to an inde
pendent agency

for the right to use a label that distinguishes their products from environ
mentally unfriendly

products. The firm either provides evidence of the truthfulness of its claims o
r the labeling

agency tests to verify the firm's claims. Currently, about 20 countries have 
government-

sponsored third-party labeling programs, and the European Union is la
unching a regional

eco-labeling program. Canada, Indonesia, Brazil, Costa Rica, and grou
ps of Nordic and

African countries are designing timber certification systems [Ghazali and S
imula, 1996].

Process-discriminatory policies are frequently discussed in international fora.

Chapter 4 of Agenda 21, at the June 1992 United Nations Conference
 on Environment and

Development in Rio de Janeiro, specifically identifies eco-certifica
tion as a potential

instrument for making trade and environmental goals mutually supportive. Process-

discriminatory trade policies and certification have been criticized by
 target countries as

trade barriers [Wasik, 1996]. Particularly developing countries argue that
 developed

countries have depleted their own resources and common-property, thu
s enhancing their

well-being and standard of living, but degrading environmental quality. 
Presumably,

developing countries should have the same rights. The essential issue
 is who possesses the

property rights to globally significant resources such as forests, an
d consequently who

should pay for the costs of environmental protection. Developing countries be
lieve they
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will lose from certification as consume
rs substitute away from their produ

cts (e.g., tropical

timber) toward developed-country 
products (e.g., temperate timber) 

or close substitutes

(e.g., metal or plastic) [Ghazali, 199
6]. Still, under the pressure of

 importing nations,

several exporting countries, including
 many developing countries, a

re designing their own

certification systems.

Despite the growing interest by
 policymakers, consumers, and pr

oducers in eco-

certification and process-discrim
inatory trade policies, little econ

omic analysis of this topic

exists. This paper develops a mo
del capturing the following styl

ized facts: (i) the presence

of what is formally a transnational
 extemality2 between one count

ry's technology choice

and consumer environmental conce
rns in another country; and (ii) 

hidden action caused by

the costliness and difficulty of o
bserving the choice of production

 technologies. The model

is used to analyze the conditions un
der which an environmentally c

oncerned country would

prefer process-discriminatory to non-discriminatory trade policies in achieving

environmental objectives abroad.
 Moreover, the target country's

 alternatives and the type

of the consuming country's con
cerns are explicitly specified 

and their effect on the

concerned country's optimal poli
cy is analyzed.

While most of the paper focuses
 on production effects, consumpti

on pollution is

analyzed as a special case. Also, 'while the pape
r is phrased mainly in terms of

environmental objectives, the to
pic is much broader. The basic app

roach applies to many

other social and health objective
s, including, concerns about huma

n-rights violations, fair

2 The term 'externality' is potential
ly value-laden in this context

 because it could be taken to imply tha
t

developing countries are imposing a 
cost on developed countries b

y choosing an environmentally damaging

production process. However, give
n the history of resource 

depletion and environmental degradation in

developed countries, developing 
countries may well be seen as 

providing a benefit to developed countries
 by

protecting a resource, such as forests,
 which developed countrie

s themselves did not protect within their own

borders in the past. The term 'externa
lity' here is not meant as a 

value judgment on this issue, but rather is



wages, child labor, hazardous work conditions, or health impacts of pesticides. Recently

passed 'no sweatshop' labeling legislation in the United States is an example of a process

discriminatory trade policy pursuing social objectives [Washington Post,' 1997]. I show

how the optimal policy depends on the type of consumer concern.

Deriving the optimal trade policies to affect the behavior of other countries is

important not only as a policy guideline, but also as an evaluation tool of exi
sting policies.

In particular, it can serve as a basis for assessing target countries' conce
rns that current

policies reflect protectionist rather than environmental considerations.

The outline of the paper is as follows. Part 2 gives a short revie
w of the related

economic literature and outlines the contribution of the paper. Par
t 3 describes the basic

model and its assumptions. Part 4 presents some preliminary results, 
including the

equilibrium in the alternative market and the optimal policy under p
erfect information. Part

5 derives the home country's optimal policy under asymmetric inf
ormation. Section 5.1.

analyzes the optimal process-discriminatory policy. Section 5.2. di
scusses the optimal non-

discriminatory policy and bans as corner solutions to the optimal proc
ess-discriminatory

policy. Part 6 analyzes the effect of imperfect information on the
 optimal policy. Part 7

describes how the optimal policy could be implemented in reality. Par
t 8 discusses the

effects of alternative market conditions and the type of the consuming coun
try's concerns

on the optimal trade policy. Part 9 concludes.

used to denote the economic relationship at hand, namely the fac
t that one agent's actions (positively or

negatively) affect another agent's payoffs.



2. Contribution to the Literature

Several papers on optimal non-d
iscriminatory trade policy in the prese

nce of

transnational externalities exist. In a 
two good - two country model, Ma

rkusen (1975)

shows that if production of one good 
causes transnational pollution in fi

xed proportion to

output the optimal unilateral policy
 involves: (1) setting! a Pigouvian

 tax on domestic

production equal to the domestic ex
ternal cost per unit of output, and (2

) an import tariff on

the polluting „good which is higher tha
n the standard optimal tariff. Panaga

riya et al. (1993)

derive a similar result in a slightly m
ore general model.

Both studies assume that all imports of the good must 
be treated equally,

independent of how environment
ally damaging their production is. However, eco-

certification is a way to discriminate 
between imports on the basis of the

 way in which they

were produced. So, although one 
country cannot tax pollution in 

another, it can tax

pollution imbedded in its imports. I
f monitoring were costless, proce

ss-discriminatory trade

policies would be generally prefer
able to non-discriminatory policies

.

Copeland (1993) generalizes Mar
kusen's model to allow for process-d

iscriminatory

policies. He shows that the affecte
d country would always prefer to u

se a pollution content

tax, in which imports are taxed at a
 rate contingent on the amount o

f pollution generated

during production. He also shows th
at such a tax is equivalent to a non-

discriminatory tariff

combined with a process-standard. •

Ludema and Wooton (1994) sho
w that in Nash Equilibrium betwee

n an exporting,

polluting country and an importing
 country affected by pollution, 

the exporting country

might voluntarily introduce env
ironmental policy in order to capture

 a larger share of the

gains from trade. They also show th
at the importing country will impo

se a process standard

limiting imports to products which 
use clean production processes.
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All of the existing models assume that the importing country can perfectly observe

the exporting country's environmental technology choice. However, in the real world

environmental impacts of production are difficult to observe [e.g., Ba
rbier, 1994]. The

model presented below explicitly incorporates asymmetric information regarding

environmental technology choice and the possibility of costly monitorin
g.

Moreover, the existing literature focuses on the case of two countr
ies, thereby

ignoring the fact that the producing country may be able to sell to 
an alternative market

where consumers are not concerned about environmental effects. In
 reality, such alternative

markets usually do exist. For example, a large proportion of tro
pical timber production is

exported to Japan and many developing countries which do n
ot exhibit a significant

concern about the effect of timber imports on tropical deforestati
on [Ghazali and Sim.ula,

1994; Joint German-Indonesian Initiative, 1996]. The model described 
below incorporates a

third country which represents such an alternative market and explici
tly analyzes how the

concerned country's optimal policy varies with the conditions in the 
alternative market.

Moreover, the effect of the type of consumer concern on the
 optimal policy is also

discussed.

ssu ptions

Consider the following stylized presentation of the problem. A singl
e, physically

homogeneous good is produced with two technologies: an environmentally 'sound'

(sustainable) technology and an environmentally 'unsound' 
(unsustainable) alternative.

Unsound production affects a public good (e.g.., biodiversity or dolp
hin populations).

There are three countries: The 'home country' consumes the produc
t as well as

valuing the public good. For simplicity, and to exclude protect
ionism, I assume that the



home country does not produce the good,
 and therefore imports all its consumption. Th

e

'foreign country' only produces, and the 
'third country' only consumes the product.

 The

third country is also referred to as the 'alte
rnative market'. Neither the foreign nor th

e third

country value the public good.

The foreign country can produce ea
ch unit of output either soundly or unsoundl

y.

The foreign country's constant unit cost
s of sound and unsound output are deno

ted by Cs

and Cu, respectively. Sound production is 
more costly than unsound production, i.e.

,

C5> C,.

(Al)

The foreign country exports to the h
ome country and the third country. Becaus

e the

third country does not value the public 
good and sound production is more cost

ly, the third

country imports only unsound goods. 
Let y denote foreign exports to the third

 country. Let

Y denote total exports by the foreign 
country to the home country, and let a

 denote the

proportion of these exports which is 
sound. Letting Y and Its denote the home

 country's

unsound and sound imports, respective
ly, we have

Y

Y

(A2)

and Yu + Ys =Y 
(A3)

Equations (A3) and (A4) imply that the
re is a direct correspondence between Y an

d a and

Yu and Ys. We can therefore phr
ase the problem in terms of Y and a or 

in terms of Yu and Ys.

The two options will be used interch
angeably below, depending on which is more int

uitive.

v(A9 and w(x) denote the valuation f
unction of consumers in the home country and

the third country, respectively, where X
 and x denote total imports by the two count

ries.

Utility is increasing at a decreasing rate
 in consumption, so that

v'(X)>0,1,n(X)._ 0,14/(x)>0,w"(x)
0 . (A4)



In equilibrium, we have

X= Y and x=y. 
(A5)

Unsound production deteriorates a public good. Th
e home country's valuation of

this cost is m()ç + fly)), where

+ fiy)?..0 , and mYY„ + y)>..0 
(A6),

and fi denotes the proportion of third-country imp
orts affecting environmental quality as

valued by the home country, (0V...1). This formu
lation allows for different type's of

pollution and home-country concerns. If / 1., all unsound production, regardless of where

it is consumed, affects the aspect of environme
ntal quality valued by home-country

consumers. This is the case, for example, if we co
nsider tropical timber imports and the

home country cares about tropical forest stands. Man
y other cases of production pollution

fall into this category. If iCO, only consumption in
 the home country affects the public

good valued by consumers in that country. This is the
 case of consumption pollution as well

as health or safety concerns, or when consumers care onl
y about the 'moral implications' of

their own contribution to environmental damages rathe
r than about damages per se. 0<fi<1

allows for mixed cases, such as for example, the ca
se where consumption of the good

causes water pollution which spills over to some extent
 from the third country to the home

country.

The home country costiessly observes its total imp
orts Y, but not their composition

of sound and unsound products. The home coun
try—or a labeling agency funded by

it—can monitor the foreign country's technology choi
ce at a cost. For simplicity, I assume

that this monitoring cost is az, where z is the endoge
nous probability of detecting the true

value of a, and a is a positive constant. For example, 
with probability z, the home country

10



could take a random sample of the foreign country's 
exports to the home country and

calculate the percentage of sound exports in the sample,
 denoted by a. With unbiased

sampling, we have á=a, so that z is not only the prob
ability of being monitored but al lso the

probability of detecting the true value of a.3 Note that
 z is a choice variable for the home

country.

I assume that the home country can act unilateral
ly without facing retaliation from

the foreign country. Under this assumption the hom
e country's policy choice can be

modeled as a mechanism-design problem. Generally, 
the home country chooses a contract

(Y aR , a, z, B, B*), where aR is the home country's r
equest regarding the percentage of

total output which is. sound, a is the estimate of 
a provided by monitoring, B is the

payment to the foreign country for total imports of Y 
if a= ce or if not monitored, and B* is

the total payment to the foreign country if a;--h-2. Note
 that under asymmetric information,

the home country cannot directly contract on the quan
tities of sound and unsound imports,

(i.e. on a) . Instead, it can specify a desired level of
 the proportion of total imports from

sound production (2) and can make its payment cond
itional on monitoring results (a)2The

foreign country chooses its actual level of sound and 
unsound exports to the home country

(a) , and it can either accept or reject the contract. I
f it rejects, it trades only with the third

country. The home country does not interact with the
 third country directly.

3 The results rely on the assumption that:: represents b
oth the probability of being monitored and the

probability of being detected. This formulation is som
ewhat restrictive, but is made for simplicity.

Alternatively, one might consider the case where the
 home country monitors only supposedly sound output. In

that case, if: is the probability of being monitored, the 
foreign country can affect the probability of being

discovered cheating by deciding how many of the s
upposedly sound units to cheat on. Then the probability of

being detected would be given by a hyperaeometric fu
nction, significantly complicating the results.
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4. Preliminary Results

The home country's policy is limited by the foreign cou
ntry's sovereignty. The

foreign country decides whether to accept or reject the 
home country's offer, and it chooses

how much to sell to the third country. Both the foreign an
d the third country take the home

country's actions as given. In the simple case at hand, for
eign exports to the third country

will be determined by the intersection of demand an
d supply in the alternative market.

Thus, y solves

w(y) = C„

Let the solution be denoted as y. Figure 1 portrays this solution. Note that, as a

consequence of constant marginal costs, the 
alternative-market equilibrium is independent

of the home country's imports. This simplifies the ca
se at hand considerably. In this case,

the only effect of the alternative market on the home cou
ntry's policy is that p affects total

and marginal environmental damages considered by the 
home country.' Figure 1 shows that

the level of p depends on the conditions in the alternativ
e market and on production costs.

In particular, the less elastic the demand in the a
lternative market and the lower are the

costs of unsound production, the larger is y.

Furthermore, under the assumption of constant margi
nal production costs, the

foreign country's profits from selling to the alternativ
e market are zero, regardless of how

much it sells to the home country. Therefore, the for
eign country's reservation utility, i.e.,

its profits from rejecting the home country's offer a
nd selling only to the third country, is

4 The assumption of perfectly elastic supply in the forei
gn country (constant marginal cost) ignores the issue

that the home country and the third country may comp
ete for foreign exports. With increasing marginal costs,

a decrease in home-country imports reduces the price 
of the good in the alternative market, thereby increasing

imports by the third country. Thus, the equilibrium in the 
alternative market will depend on the home

country's optimal policy. In particular, the home co
untry's policy may become less effective, as part of its

12



zero.

Finally, it is interesting to consider the case of perfe
ct information as a baseline for

comparison. For mnemonic simplicity, I shall ref
er to the situation when the home country

has perfect information about the foreign countr
y's technology choices as the 'first best'.

With perfect information, the home country can 
contract directly on the level of sound and

unsound imports. That is, it can directly contract
 on a in addition to Y. Equivalently, it can

directly choose its levels of sound and unsoun
d imports, Yu and I's. There is no need for

monitoring. The home country's objective then 
is to maximize its own surplus taking the

foreign country's alternatives into account:

max v(Yi, +)-m(Yu )5,)— B 5 (1)

s.t. B C„Y„ C.,Y, (2)

Constraint (2) is the participation constraint for
 the foreign country. It recognizes that the

home country's choice of policy is limited 
by the foreign country's sovereignty and

requires that the foreign country be no worse o
ff trading with the home country under the

contract (B, Y, a) than otherwise.

Constraint (2) always binds: Suppose it did no
t; the home country could then always

reduce B while maintaining feasibility and 
raise the value of its objective function.

Therefore, we can solve (2) for B and substitut
e into (1). The Kuhn-Tucker conditions are:

(Y11:,)—mYY„- f y)—C„ Y„ ?_0,

v'(Y,, +Y.,)—C, 5_0, it, 0,

(3.1)

(3.2)

own import reductions will be substituted by inc
reased consumption in the alternative market. This aspect of

the problem is ignored here for simplicity.

13



At an interior solution for Yu and Y, we have

vi(Y„ ± Y., ) = C„ -i-m 1(17„ fiy)=Cs. (4)

Let the first-best solution be denoted by superscripts 0.

The case of an interior solution, is shown graphically in figure 2
. The home country

equates its marginal utility to the marginal social cost of each of it
s two supply sources:

foreign unsound production and foreign sound production.
 The marginal social cost of

sound imports is marginal production cost (Cs), whi
le that of unsound imports includes

marginal production costs (Cu) as well as marginal environmental damage (m`). The

relevant marginal social cost curve of imports is 
the lower one of the two curves,

represented in the graph as a thick line. The home count
ry imports unsound goods up to the

point where marginal social cost of unsound imports equal
 marginal social cost of sound

imports. From that point on, the home country impo
rts sound goods at constant marginal

cost of Cs, up to the point where marginal utility equals Cs.

Social welfare in the home country, denoted by e, is given by:

W° =v(Y° +17° )--rn(Y° ± fiy)—C„.11° —0517:' • (5)

In the case of an interior solution, e can be represented graphically in figure 2a) by the

area between the demand curve and the relevant marginal soc
ial cost curve (area abcd in

the graph).

5 Here and in all the following objective functions of th
e home country there is an implicit assumption that

the home country is better off under its optimal cont
ract than doing nothing. That is, it is assumed that the

maximized value of the home country's objective funct
ion is greater than or equal to zero.

14



r,

5. The home country's optimal policy with 
asymmetric information

5.1. The optimal process-discriminatory polic
y

With asymmetric information, (also referr
ed to as the second best), the home

country's problem is as explained in part 3 o
f this paper. The home country observes the

total quantity imported and—at a cost of az
—sets up (or supports) a certification agency

which monitors the proportion of sound 
production with a probability of detection z. In

general, this is a process-discriminatory polic
y because it distinguishes between sound and

unsound imports. In appendix A, I show tha
t the home country's problem can be reduced

to:

s.t.

max v(Y„ + Y.s.)— m(Y. + —B — az (6.1)

,Y,,B,B.,:

B , 
(6.2)

B —C„Y,, —C.,Y, ?._zB* ±(1 — z)B C„ (Yu +Y), (6.3)

< z < 1. 
(6.4)

Constraint (6.2) is the participation constraint
, as before. It is shown formally in appendix

A that the home country always at least 
weakly prefers the foreign country to do as

requested, i.e. to choose a = aR (or equivalently, choose Yu and Y., as requested by the

home country), than to cheat.- Therefore, 
constraint (6.3) is an incentive compatibility

constraint insuring that the foreign country 
is no worse off producing Y. units soundly than

cheating. Because sound production is 
more costly, the incentive to cheat will lie in

claiming unsound products as sound. The f
oreign country must be no worse off producing

Y., units soundly than producing all output u
nsoundly and risking detection. The incentive

compatibility constraint in (6.3) simplifies to

15



z(B—B*) _. (C.,—C„)Y.,.. (7)

The left-hand side of (7) shows the expected loss from cheating, i.e., the cha
nge in payment

if detected multiplied by the probability of detection. The right-hand side
 of (7) represents

the gains from cheating, given by the cost savings from producing all 
output unsoundly.

Lemma 1: If z=0, then l's=0 and any *4 solves th
e home country's roblem. If z>0

then B*=0.

Proof: If z=0, the incentive compatibility constraint, us
ing the first part of the lemma,

becomes (Cs-CJI's __c: O. This implies l's=0. In this case, B*
 drops out of the home country's

problem, and thus, any value of B* solves the problem
. To show that B*=0 when z>0,

suppose to the contrary that B*>0. Then, we can always 
lower B* in inequality (7), thereby

increasing B-B*, and then lower z while maintaining fea
sibility and increasing the value of

the objective function. Q.E.D.

Lemma 1 implies that without monitoring the home coun
try cannot enforce a

positive level of sound imports. This implies that without moni
toring the foreign country is

better off always producing unsoundly and can never be i
nduced to produce soundly.

Economically speaking, we have

Result 1: No potential for process-discriminatory trad
e policy without certification

(monitoring) exists. Rather, the case of a corner s
olution where z=0, and thereby YO,

represents the case of a non-discriminatory poli
cy: the home country realizes that

without monitoring all output will be unsound and thus tr
eats all output the same.

The optimal non-discriminatory policy can therefore be analyze
d as a special case, (a

corner solution where Y5=0), to the optimal process-discriminatory pol
icy. This special case

is presented in section 5.2. Without monitoring the home coun
try does not import sound
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products. Therefore, the foreign country
 has no incentive to cheat and thus the paym

ent in

the case of cheating (B*) is irrelevant. H
owever, with a positive level of monitorin

g, lemma

2 implies that the home country's optim
al policy is to pay zero in the case o

f cheating. In

other words, the optimal punishment i
n the case of cheating is to withh

old all payment,

paying zero instead of B. Therefore, 
without loss of generality, we can rewri

te the incentive

compatibility constraint as

zB...?. (Cs-Cid I's. 
(8)

Lemma 2: In any solution to the p
roblem defined in (6.1) to (6.4),

z13= (Cs-C,,)Y,

(9)

Proof Suppose to the contrary that 
zB>(Cs-Cu)Ys. Then, because a>0,

 we can always

reduce z while maintaining feasibilit
y and decreasing the value of the o

bjective function.

Therefore, this cannot be optimal. Q
.E.D.

Lemma 2 states that the incentive 
compatibility constraint always binds-impe

rfect

information is always costly. And 
except for the pathological case wher

e the first bet

involves the incentive compatibility 
constraint binding, coincidentally, the fir

st best is not

attainable.

Finally, we have

Lemma 3: In any solution to the 
problem defined in (6.1) to (6.4), z<1.

Proof- Suppose to the contrary, th
at z=1. Then, substituting for z in (9

) and substituting

into the participation constraint (6.2)
, we get

..C,,(Y„
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For any positive level of imports (Y„+Y3>0), this is a contradiction and thus it must
 be that

z<1. For zero imports (Yu=17,=0) it is easily seen that z=0 satisfies all constrai
nts and

yields a higher value of the objective function than z=1. Q. ED.

Interestingly, lemma 3 implies that it is never optimal to monitor perfectly.

Intuitively, the potential loss from cheating is zB. The payment require
d to compensate the

foreign country for its production costs is large enough to preve
nt cheating at a monitoring

•••

intensity of less than one. Solving the incentive compatibility c
onstraint in (9) for the

monitoring intensity, we get

C„ (10)

The monitoring intensity required for incentive compatibility is
 increasing in the potential

cost savings from cheating ((Cs-C,)Y,), and decreasing in th
e payment (B) The latter

happens because the withdrawal of the payment acts as a 
punishment for cheating..

Therefore, the higher is the payment, the higher also the expec
ted loss from cheating and

thus the lower the monitoring intensity required to deter cheating.

Substituting for z from (10) and noticing. that (10) implies ze.0, the
 home country's

problem can be rewritten:

max v(Y,, m(Y„ -1117u ,17,) (11.1)

r„.y,

where

1(Y„, minB-f-a Cs —Cu Y.: B?_Caft,± CY.
B

(11.2)

This representation allows for solving the problem stepwise. I(Y„, Ys) represents minimum

import costs, excluding environmental damages. In what follows,
 I first examine the second

stage, i.e. the minimization of import costs, and then analyze th
e rest of the problem.
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Import costs 

Let us now examine import costs in detail b
y solving the problem in (11.2). Note that

it is no longer clear a priori whether the p
articipation constraint is binding,. In the first bes

t,

the only function of the payment (B) was
 to ensure the foreign country's participatio

n by

compensating it for its production costs. 
There was no reason to pay any more than that.

With imperfect information, the payment 
(B) has an additional function. To see this, reca

ll

that in the case of cheating, the foreign c
ountry loses B and instead receives zero. Thus

, the

loss of payment, in fact, acts as a punishm
ent. In order to prevent the foreign country

 from

cheating, the gains from cheating, (C5-Cid I's, must be outweighed by the potentia
l loss from

cheating (2B). Therefore, the home country
 has two mechanisms to increase the poten

tial loss

from cheating. It can either monitor mor
e intensely (increase z) or pay more in t

he case of

compliance (increase B). Both of these
 mechanisms are costly to the home cou

ntry. We

would expect the home country to choose 
z and B so that the marginal cost of the t

wo is

equal, as long as the participation constr
aint is still satisfied. If increasing the monit

oring

intensity is relatively costly, we would 
expect that the home country chooses a relat

ively

large payment, which may well exceed 
the level required for participation. To show

 this

formally, let us first focus on the minim
ization of import costs in (11.2). The correspond

ing

Kuhn-Tucker conditions are:

C .
1—a  

C 
" B?..C„17,

I32

(12)

Intuitively, increasing B by one unit i
ncreases total import costs directly by 1. But

increasing B also increases the punishme
nt in case of cheating and thereby lowers the le

vel

(C.—C )Y.

of z necessary to maintain incentive c
ompatibility (by  ' " ' ). Thus, monitoring

B2
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(C. C )Y
costs fall by a  

2 
" . If at the minimum payment required by the participation

.13 

constraint the costs of increasing B outweigh the benefits, i.e.,

1>a  
(C
' 
—C

u 
)17

s
[C 1 +

(13)

a corner solution exists at B =C„Y;, C,Y, . The participation constraint is binding. Then, as

in the case of an exogenous fine, the foreign country recei
ves only its reservation payoffs,

and all surplus is extracted by the home country. Note that (13) implies
 that the

participation constraint is more likely to bind when mon
itoring costs (a) are low. As

expected, when monitoring costs are low the payment
 is less important in deterring

cheating (in the sense that the monitoring_ intensity is high). Th
erefore the optimal payment

to deter cheating is likely to be less than the amount required fo
r participation. In Appendix

B, I further examine the conditions for the participation co
nstraint to be binding. I show

that this is more likely when the cost of unsound production
 (Cu) is large, the cost increase

from sound production (C5-C„) is small, the optimal percen
tage of sound imports in total

imports is small, and the optimal monitoring intensity is large. This is intu
itive.

A high value of Cu causes a high level of payment required for participation, wh
ile the

other factors all reduce the incentives to cheat, thereby redu
cing the payment required for

incentive compatibility.

If (13) does not hold, the foreign country's optimal payme
nt is determined by the

economic tradeoff between a higher payment and a lower
 probability of detection. The

optimal payment which maintains incentive compatibility at
 least cost, denoted by /1 and

defined by
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(C,.—C
a  • " .1,

B-2

or = —C„).Y.,,
(14)

is large enough to assure the foreig
n country's participation. Because t

he participation

constraint is not binding, the foreign 
county's net payoffs under the process-discr

iminatory

policy are strictly greater than its r
eservation payoffs (zero).

We can summarize these results as

B =max{Culc -1-CsYs; 
(15)

and

(C, —Cu) Ys,CuYii +CsYs ± a Culc

+ a(Cs —Cu
)Y

s if E ..>C„Yu i-CsYs,

When th6 payment which minimi
zes import costs (H) is too small to e

nsure

participation by the foreign countr
y, (the participation constraint binds),

 import costs are

composed of production costs and m
onitoring costs. When the payment whi

ch minimizes

import costs is large enough to ensu
re participation, (participation constrain

t not binding),

import costs are composed of that p
ayment (H) plus monitoring costs. Produc

tion costs no

longer enter. Let us now analyze ma
rginal import costs. Taking the derivati

ves with respect

to Y, and Ys and simplifying, we get

and

(C
s 
— C )Y

s\2 Cu if <CuYu C sYs,
(16.1)

0 if B f- CsYs,
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ar(y ,Y )
,)= "aYs.

Cs +a
(Cs —C„)YsCs (Cs —C ) (C

s 
—C )Y C

 u +a  u "

+C )2 CuYi,+CsY s Kullu +CsYs)2
u u s 

if -.8- <CuYu +CsYs, (16.2)

(Cs —C„) = ;a(C, —Cu)

Ys
if -13- > CuYu + CsYs.

The intuition behind these expressions is as follows. When the participation

constraint binds (H <C,, Yu + C., ), marginal import costs include marginal production

costs and marginal monitoring costs. In the case of unsound im
ports, marginal monitoring

costs are negative: An increase in unsound imports increase
s the payment to the foreign

country required to assure participation (by Cu). Since the punishment, if found cheating, is

a loss of this payment, an increase in unsound imports incre
ases the expected loss from

cheating. These incentive gains permit a reduction in the monitoring intensity (by

(C, C„ )17,. (Cs C„ )1's

 C„ ) and, consequently, in monitoring costs (by a 
,C„). This

(C„ )„ C, Y., Y (C„ Y„ +C,Ys)-

effect reduces the marginal cost of unsound imports (excluding
 environmental damages)

below production costs. For sound imports, the same effect holds
, but is counteracted by an

additional effect. The larger the quantity of sound impo
rts, the larger the gains from

cheating, (C-C)Y5. This effect tends to increase the level of monitoring requir
ed for

incentive compatibility, increasing monitoring costs by a
  
(C3

 . The combined
Cu Yu ± Cys

(C —C )C
effect on the probability of detection can be simplified to

 
u u >u. JO, the net

[CR Y,,, + Cs Y., j`
, 

effect of an increase in sound imports is to increase mon
itoring costs by requiring a larger
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probability of detection.

When the participation constraint does not b
ind, the payment to the foreign country

is no longer determined by production costs 
but rather by the trade-off between increasing

the payment and increasing the monitori
ng intensity to maintain incentive compatibility.

Therefore, marginal production costs n
o longer enter marginal import costs directly.

Marginal import costs then consist only of marginal monitoring costs. They are

independent of Yu because unsound imports have 
no effect on the foreign country's

incentives to cheat. An increase in s
ound imports increases the gains from cheati

ng,

therefore requiring a higher monitoring intensity and raising monitoring; costs by

a
(Cs —Cu)

B-

Usine inequality (13) in the case whe
re the participation constraint binds, and the

fact that B- > C„Y„ + C.,Y., when the participation constraint do
es not bind, it is easily seen

that

I„ and Is Cs . 
(17)

At an interior solution, (Yu>0, Ys>0), the 
inequalities in (17) hold strictly.

Thus, imperfect information decreas
es the marginal costs of unsound imports

(excluding environmental damages) b
elow production costs and increases the marginal

costs of sound imports above productio
n costs. This result is independent of whether the

participation constraint binds or not.

We can now return to the home c
ountry's problem of choosing: its sound and

unsound imports optimally. Intuitively, w
e would again expect the home country to choose

imports to equate marginal benefits to mo
rainal costs. As in the first best, marginal benefits
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are given by the marginal utility from consumption. However, marginal c
osts may now

include not only production costs and (in the case of unsound imports) morainal

environmental damages, but also monitoring costs. In f
act, the Kuhn-Tucker conditions for

the home country's problem in (11.1) are:

v'W,‘ + Y.s. )— inVu + fiy)- (1,„ Y., 0, Yi, 0, (18.1)

and at an interior solution we have:

1/(Y7,, + )= i„ (Y. )+1"Vii (Y.

(18.2)

(19)

These conditions differ from those for the first-best 
solution, (equations (3.1)

through (4)), only in that foreign marginal production c
osts (C,, and Cs) are replaced by

marginal import costs and Ii).

5.2. Nondiscriminatory Policy and Bans as Special Cases

As seen in' result 1, the optimal non-discriminatory polic
y is a special case of the

optimal process-discriminatory policy. More specifically
, the former is a corner solution of

the latter where 11.,>0, but z=0 and thereby Y—=O. The home cou
ntry finds it optimal not to

monitor and accept that all imports will be unsound.

Note that when lis=0, then from (14) we have that B. .0.
 When all imports are

unsound there is no incentive to cheat and thus no role for
 a positive payment in achieving

incentive compatibility. In fact, the incentive compatib
ility constraint holds trivially in this

case. This implies that the participation constraint always bi
nds, because, just as in the first

best, the only role of the payment is to assure participati
on. Economically speaking, the

optimal non-discriminatory policy extracts all surplus from the foreign country, only
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leaving the foreign country its reservation 
utility of zero. This is interesting becaus

e we saw

that under a process-discriminatory po
licy it is possible that the foreign coun

try's net

payoffs under the process-discriminat
ory policy are strictly greater than i

ts reservation

payoffs (zero). Thus, we have

Result 2: Non-discriminatory polici
es extract all surplus from the foreig

n country;

process-discriminatory policies—to d
eter cheating at least cost—can invo

lve greater

returns to the foreign country. There
fore, the foreign country always we

akly prefers a

process-discriminatory policy over a
 non-discriminatory policy.

Result 2 helps explain why prod
ucing countries voluntarily design the

ir own

certification systems when faced wit
h the threat of non-discriminatory

 policies. For

example, in response to trade restri
ctions on tropical timber in the Unite

d States and

Europe, several developing countries
 (including Brazil and Indonesia) are designing

national timber certification systems. 
The compliance of these systems wit

h international

standards is assured by the Forestry 
Stewardship Council, which was founde

d by a variety

••

of environmental NGOs and consumer 
organizations. The African Timber Organiza

tion has

adopted an initiative for a regional 
certification system, with financial suppor

t from the

European Union (Garba, 1996). Sim
ilarly, the threat of trade restrictions by t

he European

Union on Colombian flowers based (
at least officially) on environmental and

 worker-safety

concerns, has caused discussion in 
Colombia about the possible implementatio

n of an eco-

label for flowers (Gaviria et al.).

The condition for the optimal secon
d-best policy to be non-discriminatory (Y,=

0 and

Y>0) is that marginal benefits from 
sound imports, evaluated at zero sound imp

orts, are

less than marginal social costs:
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Cs. —Cu
vi(l'u)<I3.(Y,„0)=Cs + a

Culiu
(20.1)

where 1/(Yu )= Iu(Yu,0)+ini(Yu + 131 y) = Cu + + fiy) . (20.2)

Examination of (20.1) yields

Result 3: The optimal second-best policy is more likely
 to be non-discriminatory when the

home country's demand for the good is relat
ively elastic, the unit cost of sound

production is high, the unit cost of unsound pro
duction is low, and increasing the

monitoring intensity is relatively costly (a is large).

It had been argued that the costs of information coll
ection and dissemination have

decreased over time, leading to an increased role for mecha
nisms based on the disclosure of

pollution information (see, for example, Tietenberg, 19
98). Result 3 confirms this argument

for the case of trade policies and consumer actions. High m
onitoring costs can explain why,

in the past, non-discriminatory policies were predominantly used. A reduction of

monitoring costs over time may explain the current t
rend towards process-discriminatory

policies.

When the optimal policy is non-discriminatory, (Y—O, Y>0
), the condition for the

optimal level of unsound imports is given by equation
 (20.2). The home country equates

marginal benefits to marginal production costs plus marg
inal environmental damages. Let

the optimal non-discriminatory policy be denoted by Y.
 This policy is demonstrated in

figure 3.

Bans on all imports from the foreign country are freq
uently observed in reality,

(e.g., the U.S. ban on all tuna imports from Mexico). An
 import ban is only optimal in the

case of a corner solution to the home country's p
roblem where both Y=O and
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Intuitively, we would expect this to 
happen when both monitoring co

sts and environmental

damages from consumption in the 
alternative market are very high wh

ile the product is not

essential to the home country, so th
at the home country prefers to 

not consume anything.

Formally, a total ban on imports 
requires that, in addition to the c

onditions for Ys=0 which

were discussed above, the marg
inal social costs of unsound i

mports, evaluated at zero

imports, exceed marginal benefit
s:

V(0) <C,1 n77 y ) . 
(21)

This is more likely the larger are 
production costs, the greater are ma

rginal environmental

damages, the more is consumed by
 the third country, the mote env

ironmental damaging are

exports to the third country, and th
e less essential the good to cons

umers. Only under these

conditions, can a complete import
 ban, such as observed in the ca

se of tuna, be justified on

purely environmental motives. If 
these conditions are not likely to 

hold, a case might be

made for concern that current pol
icies are motivated by protection

ism.

Finally, -we may be interested in 
the case of a ban on unsound impor

ts only. This is

the case, for example, of a ban or 
boycott on all timber from =sust

ainable forestry, as

observed in practice. Intuitively
, we would expect such a ban

 to be optimal when

environmental damages from th
e alternative market are large wh

ile monitoring costs are

not. , Formally, the condition for 
such a corner solution where 11

=0, but Ys>0 is that

marginal social costs of unsou
nd imports evaluated at zero unsound imports exceed

marginal benefits:

v7Y.,)<m7i87)± /„(0,Y.,), 
(22)

where v'( Y) = /,(0, Y, ),
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Ii,(0,175)

(cs - cm) c
cu - c,s2ys u

10 if B. >CsYs'

and Is(Y,,,Ys)'

Cs if< C ,

ia(C —C )s a 

Ys
if B >CsYs.

6. The effect of imperfect information

Let superscripts / denote the optimal process-discriminatory polic
y (the second

best). Under this policy, social welfare, denoted by W/, is

Pr' + + ).

The second-best problem is identical to the first best except that th
e former involves an

additional non-negative term subtracted from the maximand 
and an additional constraint.

Since the additional term, az, is non-negative, Le Chatelier's prin
ciple implies that welfare

is at least as high-under perfect information (W°) as under imperfect informa
tion (W/).

In the case of a non-discriminatory policy, the home country's 
social welfare with

the optimal non-discriminatory policy, denoted as W2 is:

W2 
yu2 in( yu2 / y) u yu2

W2 is shown as the triangular area ade in Figure 3, and, for the case of
 an interior solution

for the first-best case, the welfare loss due to imperfect information
 is represented by the

triangle bce.

Figure 3 also shows that unsound imports under a non-discrim
inatory policy are

larger than unsound imports in the first best and smaller than to
tal imports in the first best.

Intuitively, we would expect a similar result in comparing
 all process-discriminatory
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policies to the first best. As shown
 in the previous section (inequa

lity (17)), imperfect

information leads to an increase i
n the marginal social costs of

 sound imports and a

decrease in the marginal social cost
s of unsound imports. The h

ome country will try to

equate marginal benefits to margina
l social costs of each type of 

imports. We would expect

the lower marginal social costs of 
unsound imports to result in

 an increase in unsound

imports as compared to the first b
est. Moreover, the higher mar

ginal social costs of sound

imports are likely to result in a lo
wer level of sound imports th

an in the first best. At the

optimum, marginal benefits will 
be equated to the marginal so

cial costs of sound imports.

Therefore, we would expect total 
imports to be less in the seco

nd best than in the first best.

For the case of an interior solution
, these results are shown form

ally below:

Result 4: For an interior solutio
n, total imports are larger in

 the first best than in the

second best:

ul
ysi yu0 ys0 v yul ys1 y•u0 ys0 0. .

Proof:From equations (4), (19) a
nd inequality (17) it follows t

hat

vi(17! +11!)= z, .?_v'(17„° +17:.))= C
. 

(23)

Therefore, result 4 follows from 
the concavity of v.

Result 5: For an interior solut
ion, unsound imports are smal

ler in the first best than in

the second best:

Yu/
yu0 v yu yl s I yu0 y-50 0 .

Proof From equations (4), (19), 
and inequality (17) it follows th

at

v'(111 +11̀ )—m1(171 + = I„ vVif +17,.°)—nif(Yu° +) = Cu.

Combining inequalities (23) and 
(24) we get:

(24)
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0 .vifri +Y1)—v;(1',,° +Y,.0)..5 mi(Y! + fly) — m'(Yif -.}-13)

Result 5 follows from the convexity of m.

esult 6: For an interior solution, sound imports are larger in the first best t
han in the

second best:

ysl :5_ ys0 v l , Alysl , yu , ys0 > 0 .

Proof Result 6 follows directly from the combination of results 4 and 5.

In summary, results 4 through 6 state that imperfect information increas
es unsound

imports, and decreases sound imports as well as total imports as compared 
to the first best.

7. Implementing the Optimal Policy

So far we have analyzed the home county's optimal policy in 
terms of a very

general mechanism, namely a payment B in case of compliance. It is 
desirable to analyze

whether the optimum can be implemented through more realistic trade 
policies or consumer

actions. In doing's° we will focus on an interior solution for simplicity.

Let us first consider implementing the optimum through trade policies. T
he optimal

process-discriminatory policy in the case of an exogenous fine can be imp
lemented through

a domestic price p, a unit tariff t on unsound imports, a certification fee je, a
 fixed import

subsidy b, and by setting up a certification agency which monitors sound pr
oduction with

probability z1. The foreign country, given this policy, solves

max (p —OK 4-(p— f )1; —CYu —Cal's -b.

The Kuhn-Tucker conditions are:

(p—t)—C„.0, Yu ...0, (25.1)
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(p— f)—C., 
(25.2)

Comparing conditions (25) to the conditions for 
the home country's problem, (conditions

(18)), we see that the home country's optimal poli
cy can be implemented by choosing

p=v (ye 4_,y/,),
(26.1)

t.mi(Y! + fiy)+I„—C„, and 
(26.2)

f.I5(11! )—C,. 
(26.3)

Moreover, the total payment in this case is

B = (p—t)Yi,+(p— +b,

which has to satisfy equation (15). Using the 
conditions for an interior solution in (19) and

the values for p, t, and f, in (26.1-3), we find 
that the import subsidy has to satisfy

b=
0 if El +CsY!

HI —Cull,: +C,113.1 if 131 >Cif!,

Thus, if the participation constraint binds
, the optimal policy does not require any

fixed payment (b) to the foreign country. H
owever, if the participation constraint does bind,

a positive payment is required. This could ta
ke the form, for example, of the home country

directly supporting environmentally sound projects through technology transfers.

(Alternatively, the home country could ess
entially subsidize labeling by charging a total

labeling fee of —b-tfYs.)

In order to satisfy the condition that the
 payment in the case of cheating (B*) is

equal to zero, the certification fee has to be 
refundable. Because a process-discriminatory

tariff may be in violation of the WTO, the ho
me country government could also charge a

uniform consumption tax of t on all goods and 
lower the certification fee top.
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Similarly, the optimal non-discriminatory policy can be imple
mented through a per

unit Pig,ouvian tariff of mYY„' + fly) on all imports, or b
y restricting imports to Y: . This is

equivalent to Markusen's result. Interestingly, howeve
r, under a process-discriminatory

policy with positive levels of both sound and 
unsound imports, equation (26.2) and

inequality (17) imply that the optimal tariff on un
sound imports is less than the Pig,ouvian

tariff. This happens because with costly monitoring
 the payment for unsound imports yields

an incentive against cheating, thereby reducing mon
itoring costs.

Finally, let us consider implementing the home
 country's optimal policy through

consumer action rather than trade policies. Suppose the aggregate consumer fully

internalizes the environmental damages caused by
 unsound production6 and realizes that

eco-labeling, if set up optimally, is a reliable indi
cator for the environmental impacts of the

good. Then the consumers demand for the good wi
ll be differentiated in the following way.

Her demand for sound goods will be given by v'
 (Yu ± Y) while the demand for unsound

goods  will be vi(Y„ ) (lc + ) There may eene,rally be two differ
ent market

prices: one for those goods labeled as sound (Ps) an
d another for unlabeled goods(Pa).  One

way to implement the optimal policy through co
nsumer action and voluntary eco-labeling

by firms is the following. Suppose the home-country goverment pays a general

consumption subsidy of s, and sets up an eco
-labeling agency which issues licenses to label

the good as sound at a per unit labeling fee 7 and monitors with probabilit
y 2-1. It also

subsidizes sound production abroad by paying,
 -6 (for example in form of technological

transfers). There would be little grounds for compl
aints against such a policy under WTO

6 This assumption ignores the potential problem of fr
ee-riding. If the environmental quality aspect of conce

rn

is a public good, then each individual consumer may n
ot internalize the full effect of her unsound
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rules. Given this policy, the aggregate c
onsumer chooses her consumption to set

+ ) = Ps-s and vi(Yu + ) 7711(17z, py)= Pi, -s. (27)

The aggregate firm chooses its output
 to

mar PuYu + (Ps f)Y—C„Yu C sYs + b

Yil

The Kuhn-Tucker conditions are:

—Cu 0, Yu 0, and (Ps f )—Cs 0, Ys O.

Therefore, in equilibrium we would 
expect the following prices to result:

P,, =C, and Ps = f + Cs.

Substituting these prices into the c
onsumer's decision in (27) and comparing 

to the

condition for the optimal policy (equali
ty (19)), we see that the conditions fo

r the optimum

to result in the market is:

s Cu — /u (Yul , Ysl ) > 0, and 7 Cs + s o.

It is also easily verified that 5 = b.

Implementing the optimal policy thr
ough consumer action generally requires so

me

government intervention in addition 
to the setting up of a voluntary eco-l

abeling, for

example in form of a consumption s
ubsidy and, if the participation constrain

t does not bind,

a direct payment to support sound pro
duction.

8. Effects of Alternative Market C
onditions and Type of Home-Country Conce

rns

The objective of this part is to an
alyze how the home country's optimal policy i

s

affected by the conditions in the alte
rnative market and by the type of pollution

 and home-

consumption on the environment. This i
s not a problem in the case of healt

h or safety effects or for purely

moral concerns about contributing to the
 problem. Also, possible aggegati

on problems are inored here.
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country concerns. Let us first consider conditions in the alternat
ive market. The only way in

which the alternative market affects the home countr
y's policy in this model is through

their consumption of unsound goods, y. which causes
 environmental damages valued by

the home country. Since environmental damages 
are assumed to be convex, marginal

damages increase as y increases. An increase in m
arginal environmental damages raises

the morainal social costs of unsound imports and
 implies a decrease in these imports.

Therefore, using the results from part 4 of this 
paper, the less elastic the demand in the

alternative market and the lower the costs of unsoun
d production, the higher is the optimal

tariff on unsound goods, and, thus, the smaller a
re unsound imports by the home country.

This also implies that ignoring the environm
ental effects of foreign exports to the

alternative market leads to a level of unsound imp
orts by the home country that is higher

than optimal.

Let us now consider the effect of the type of po
llution and home-country concern on

the optimal process-discriminatory policy. These 
aspects affect the home country's policy

through the value of f3. By the same argument as
 above, an increase in f3 increases the

marginal environmental damages as valued by 
the home country, thereby increasing the

optimal tariff on unsound goods and reducing
 the optimal level of unsound imports.

Therefore, the level of unsound imports w
ill be smaller in cases of pure production

pollution than in cases of consumption pol
lution, health or safety effects, or where

consumers care only about the moral implications o
f contributing to the problem rather than

the problem itself.
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9. Conclusions

This paper has presented a model of the optimal pol
icy choice of a country which is

concerned about the environmental, social, or health i
mpacts of the products it imports. In

contrast to the existing literature, the model allowed 
for a hidden action problem caused by

the costliness of monitoring production abroad as we
ll as for the existence of an alternative

market and different types of concerns.

The results indicate that imperfect information 
is generally costly and reduces the

optimal level of total imports as well as sound im
ports and raises the optimal level of

unsound imports, as compared to the case of per
fect information. The optimal process-

discriminatory policy involves imperfect monitorin
g and withdrawal of all payments in the

case of cheating.

It was shown that the optimal non-discriminat
ory policy is a corner solution to the

case of the optimal process-discriminatory policy. Therefore, the use of a non-

discriminatory policy is only optimal when th
e home country's demand is very elastic,

sound production is very costly, unsound product
ion costs are very low, and/or increased

monitoring is very costly. The decrease in the costs of
 monitoring and information

provision over time may therefore explain the ob
served shift from non-discriminatory to

process-discriminatory policies. Similarly, bans on unsound or all imports, as often

observed in practice, are only optimal under the 
restrictive conditions of ,a corner solution.

When these conditions do not hold, there may be
 grounds for suspecting that current

policies are motivated by protectionism rather than
 environmental or social concerns.

Furthermore, we find that the target country a
lways (weakly) prefers a process-

discriminatory over a non-discriminatory policy, possibly explaining why producing
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country establish their own eco-certification agencies when faced with the
 threat of non-

discriminatory policies.

When the optimal policy is non-discriminatory, it can be impl
emented through a

Pigouvian import tariff, which is consistent with previous studies
. The optimal process-

discriminatory policy can be implemented through a 
tariff on unsound imports and a

certification (eco-labelina) fee. However, the optimal tarif
f in this case is lower than the

Pi2.-ouvian tariff. This is due to the fact that unsound impor
ts by increasing the volume of

trade that might be lost if found cheating yield incentiv
e gains which allow a reduction in

monitoring costs. The optimal process-discriminatory
 policy .could also be implemented

through consumer action when consumers internali
ze the environmental impacts of

unsound production. To achieve the home country optimum
, such consumer action might

be complemented by the setup of an appropriate eco
-labeling agency, a consumption

subsidy, and sometimes direct payments to produc
ers (e.g., in form of technological

transfers).

The optimal policy depends on the type of consumer
 concern and the conditions in

the alternative market. In the case of consumption pollutio
n, health and safety concerns, or

when consumers care about their own contribution to t
he problem rather than about the

problem itself, consumption in the alternative market does n
ot affect environmental

damages as valued by the home country. In these c
ases, the optimal tariff on unsound goods

is lower and the home country imports more unsound
 products than in the case of

production pollution. Moreover, the less elastic deman
d in the alternative market and the

less costly unsound production, the higher is the opti
mal tariff on unsound imports and the

lower the optimal level of these imports.
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Several aspects have been cons
ciously left out of the present an

alysis and provide

opportunities for future research.
 First, one may want to cons

ider how the model changes

when marginal production costs 
are increasing rather than c

onstant. In that case, the

equilibrium in the alternative m
arket will depend on the home

 country's policy. A reduction

in home-country imports will 
lower the price in the alte

rnative market and increase

consumption by the third coun
try. Therefore, the home c

ountry, in choosing its optimal

policy, would have to consider 
its effects on third-country c

onsumption. To the extent that

the home country values the 
environmental effects of fore

ign exports to the alternative

market, the home country's po
licy would be less effective

 in reducing total pollution. This

may yield an additional incent
ive to use process-discrimin

atory policies rather than non-

discriminatory policies and would generally make the home c
ountry's policy more

expensive.

Another obvious extension 
would be to allow for product

ion of the good within the

home country. We would expe
ct this to introduce an incen

tive to use trade policies not only

for environmental or social re
asons, but also for protectioni

st motives. In general, we would

expect the home country to im
port less than justified by e

nvironmental or social motives

only.

One might also consider mor
e general monitoring mechani

sms, in which the foreign

country can affect the probab
ility of being, detected b

y choosing its optimal cheating

behavior. Finally, we may w
ant to consider the case

 where there is more than one

producing country, thereby a
llowing for effects such as co

mpetitive advantage. The present

model can serve as a basis for 
all of these extensions.
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Appendix A

To show that the setup of the home country's prob
lem presented in the text is

correct, consider the complete structure of the game as pr
esented in figure 4. In the first

stage, the home country offers a contract (Y, al?, a, z, B
, 13*) to the foreign country. The

foreign country either rejects, in which case both 
country's receive zero payoffs, or it

accepts, in which case it can choose to comply wit
h the contract (choose a=2) or not

(a#2). If the foreign country does not comply, it is disc
overed cheating with probability z.
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We will solve this game backwards, i.e.,
 starting with the foreign country's optima

l

response, and then deriving the home coun
try's optimal policy given that optimal resp

onse

by the foreign country.

If the foreign country complies with t
he contract, it does not matter whether it

 is

monitored. It receives a certain net retu
rn of

B—C„(1—a8 )1' —CsaRY

If the foreign country does not comply
 with the contract, it chooses a to ma

ximize its

expected net returns, given that it may 
be detected cheating and receive B* i

nstead of B.

The foreign country's problem then is to

may z[B * —C „ (1 — a )Y (1 — C „ — a g — C s.t. 0<a<1.,

a

or

max zB* — z)B —C„Y —a(Cs —C„)17 s.t. 0

a

The foreign country's objective fun
ction is strictly decreasing in a. T

herefore, it will

choose a=O. In other words, the fore
ign country's optimal strategy when 

cheating is to

produce all output unsoundly, since 
doing, so yields a cost saving of Cs-C,, per unit of

supposedly sound output and does not
 change the probability of being detecte

d (z). Thus, if

the foreign country accepts the contra
ct, it will comply with it when the profit

s from doing

so exceed the profits from cheating 
optimally, i.e., when

B—C„(1—aR )17 —CsaRY :B* +(I— z)B —CR Y,

or equivalently, when

7.(B — B *) (C C „)a Y 
(B 1)

and cheat otherwise. (B1) is the same a
s the incentive compatibility constraint i

n the text
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(inequality (7)). Moreover, the foreign country will accept the contra
ct only if the profits

from doing so exceed its reservation utility of zero, i.e.,

max fzB * +( I z )B C , B C „( — aR )17 C sa R 0 .

The home country chooses its optimal policy taking t
he foreign country's optimal

response into account. The home country can either 
accept that the foreign country cheats

or it can induce overcompliance. Let 5 denote an ind
icator variable which is equal to zero

when the foreign country cheats and equal to one when th
e foreign country complies with

the contract. The home country's problem can then be w
ritten as:

in v(17 ) a.; ( I — 5 )[m( + ( 3 ) + zB * — )Bj— 5im(( 1 — aR )11 + ) B]

8,13*.(5

s.t. B—C„(1—a8 )11 —CsaRY>.0 and (B1) if 5=1,

723* — z)B ?_ if 5=0.

Note that if 5=1, the problem is identical to the f
ormulation in the text. Therefore, it

remains to show that the home country will never s
trictly prefer 5=0 over 8=1. Consider the

home country's problem when choosing 5=0:

max v(Y ) — az —{m(Y + 13y ) * +( 1 — ).13]

3,B*

zB*+(.1— z)B—C„Y , (B2)

Inequality (B2) binds. To see this, suppose it did
 not bind. Then we could lower B

while maintaining feasibility and increasing the object
ive function. Thus, (B2) becomes

z(B-B*) = B-COY. (33)

Substituting into the objective function, the home coun
try's problem simplifies to

max v(Y)— az — m(Y + ) C Y ,
Y ,aR ,z
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Since the objective function is strictly 
decreasing in z, the optimum involves

choosing z=0. From (B3), we then have

B=CL,Y. 
(B4)

B* and aR drops out of the home country's prob
lem and, thus, any values of B* and aR

maximize the home country's objective
 function. These results are intuitive.

 When the

home country expects the foreign count
ry to cheat, it realizes that the foreign c

ountry will

choose to produce only unsound goods, 
independent of aR and B*. Therefore, the l

evel of

these variables are irrelevant. Moreover,
 the home country has no reason to moni

tor since

doing so is costly and does not affect the
 foreign country's behavior.

The home country's problem simplifie
s to

max v(Y)— m(Y fiy)—CuY , 
(B5)

which as shown in section 5.2. is ex
actly identical to the corner solution to

 the home

country's problem when 5=1, where z=
Y's=0.

In summary, we have shown that t
he home country's problem when 5=0

reduces to the problem in (B5). This is t
he same as a comer solution to the home coun

try's

problem when 5=1. Therefore, withou
t loss of generality, we can reduce the

 home

country's problem to the case of 5=1, as
 was done in the text. Q.E.D.

Appendix B

The home country's problem in (6.1-4)
, using B*=0, can be rewritten as

max v(Y. +I's) — m(Y, aZ

4

(B6)
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—{min B: B>C„Yr, —CsYs and B _
(ct

5 
—c

u
)y
sl.

z

Focusing on the latter part of the problem, we see that the participation constraint

binds if it is stricter that the incentive compatibility constraint, i.e., if

C
(Cs — C„ )11, .

„ — C Y„ s I's (B7)
z

Evaluating at the optimal values of Yu, Y,, and z, and rearranging condition (B7) we get

1\ i, .Y
(c, - cu )1/' + c (14 + , R: 

(c, - c )!
s . „ 1z

ci, 07! + iii:).?_ (cis - cu )17,1 (--TI -1)
Z

1__:1 Ysi < Cr,

Cs —Cu *
(B8)

Condition (B8) shows that the participation constraint is more likely to bind when Cu is

. large, Cs-Cu is small, the percentav.e of sound imports in total imports is small, and z is, -

large.
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Figure 1: Equilibrium in the Alternativ
e Market

Figure 2: First-Best Policy (Interior Solu
tion)
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Figure 3: Optimal Non-Discriminatory Policy
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IFF

Reject

0 Home Country (}1C)

Offers contract Y,aR , d,z,B,B *

0 Foreign Country (FC) •

Accept

a = a

detected not detected [1-z]

0 B -C(1-e)Y CsaaY B * (1 -- a)Y CsaY B C(1 - a)Y - CsaY

Figure 4: Structure of the Game

Payoffs: 

FC:

HC: 0 v(Y) m((1 - cta )Y 3v)--B v(Y) m((I ct)Y + 13y) B * v(Y) m((I - a)Y f3y) B
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